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We have experimentally realized the scheme initially proposed as quantum dense coding with continuous
variables[Ban, J. Opt. B: Quantum Semiclassical Opt.1, L9 (1999); Braunstein and Kimble, Phys. Rev. A61,
042302(2000)]. In our experiment, a pair of EPR(Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) beams is generated from two
independent squeezed vacua. After adding a two-quadrature signal to one of the EPR beams, two squeezed
beams that contain the signal were recovered. Although our squeezing level is not sufficient to demonstrate the
channel capacity gain over the Holevo limit of a single-mode channel without entanglement, our channel is
superior to conventional channels such as coherent and squeezing channels. In addition, the optical addition
and subtraction processes demonstrated are elementary operations of universal quantum information processing
on continuous variables.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The entanglement of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen(EPR)
beams generated by superimposing two independent
squeezed beams[1] is utilized in continuous-variable(CV)
quantum information experiments, such as quantum telepor-
tation [1–3] and quantum dense coding[4–8]. The latter
scheme utilizes this entanglement to enhance the channel
capacity of a communications channel by reducing the
vacuum noises in both of the two quadratures of a signal.
This can also be applied to sub-shot-noise sensing and cryp-
tography.

The principle of CV dense coding was first demonstrated
by Li et al. [7] in a form somewhat simplified from the
original proposal[6]. They used bright EPR beams and de-
tected the photocurrents directly without any additional local
oscillators(LOs) in the scheme they called self-homodyning.
The simplicity of their scheme can be an advantage for
implementation of, e.g., CV quantum cryptography. In terms
of channel capacity in the power-constrained scenario, how-
ever, their scheme cannot be efficient, since self-homodyning
requires the bright carrier component(that plays the role of
LO) being sent through the channel. This carrier component
occupies the major fraction of the limited power in the chan-
nel without contributing to the signal. We will return to this
point later in the Discussion(Sec. IV).

In this paper, we describe our experiment that is per-
formed in the way initially proposed by Braunstein and
Kimble [6]. Two independent squeezed vacua are used as the
EPR source and separate LOs are used in homodyne detec-
tion. The necessity of independent LOs makes our set up
elaborate, but this allows us broader and more flexible op-
erations on CV[9–13]. In addition, the use of squeezed
vacua is valuable in the sensing of a system whose state may
be disturbed by a bright light probe.

II. PRINCIPLE

The actual experiment shown in Fig. 1 is carried out using

optical sideband modes, although the principle below is de-
scribed in the carrier mode. The squeezed states show non-
classical correlations between upper and lower sidebands,
and the two-quadrature displacement corresponds to the am-
plitude and phase modulations(AM, PM) of the displace-
ment beam. Homodyne detection converts the amplitudes of
two optical sidebands to the photocurrents of the frequency
near dc, which is then measured electrically.

The squeezed vacuum is generated by an optical paramet-
ric oscillator(OPO) operated below threshold. In our set up,
operations of OPO1 and OPO2 are described by

x̂1 = exps− rdx̂1
s0d, p̂1 = expsrdp̂1

s0d s1d

and

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of dense coding experiment using
squeezed vacuum states(see text for details). BS: 50:50 beamsplit-
ter and PT: partially transmitting mirror.
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x̂2 = expsrdx̂2
s0d, p̂2 = exps− rdp̂2

s0d, s2d

respectively, wherer s.0d is the squeezing parameter, andx̂k

and p̂k sk=1,2d are the canonically conjugate operators
sfx̂k, p̂kg= id for the two orthogonal quadratures in phase
space, which we refer to asx andp quadratures. The super-
script (0) is for the input field which is assumed to be in the
vacuum state, i.e.,kx̂k

s0dl=kp̂k
s0dl=0 andkfDx̂k

s0dg2l=kfDp̂k
s0dg2l

=1/2.
The output fields from the OPOs are combined by a 50:50

beamsplitter(BS) to compose a pair of EPR beams. They are
described by the operators

X̂1 =
x̂1 + x̂2

Î2
, P̂1 =

P̂1 + P̂2

Î2
s3d

and

X̂2 =
x̂2 − x̂1

Î2
, P̂2 =

P̂2 − P̂1

Î2
. s4d

When each EPR beam is detected separately, we observe the
so-calledEPR noisewhich is larger than the shot-noise level.

At Alice’s site, beam 1sX̂1, P̂1d experiences a displace-

ment described by the operatorD̂sad, where the complex
numbera represents a two-quadrature signal. This displace-
ment is achieved by using a partially transmitting mirror
which reflects the EPR beam with a small loss and adds a
small fraction of the displacement beam to realize the dis-
placement bya. This beam 1, after displacement, is the sig-
nal beam that is sent through the channel.

At Bob’s site, the signal beam is combined with the other
beam of the EPR pair(beam 2, thedecoding beam) via a
50:50 beamsplitter. The resulting output state is a separable
product of two displaced squeezed states. They are then de-
tected by two balanced homodyne detectors to extract the
signal inx andp quadratures of beams 1 and 2, respectively.
The measurement results exhibit the signal in two quadra-
tures,

K X̂1 − X̂2

Î2
L =

Rhaj
Î2

, K P̂1 + P̂2

Î2
L =

Ihaj
Î2

, s5d

with variances smaller than the shot-noise limitsr =0d simul-
taneously,

KFDS X̂1 − X̂2

Î2
DG2L =KFDS P̂1 + P̂2

Î2
DG2L

=
1

2
exps− 2rd → 0 asr → `,

s6d

by virtue of the entanglement of EPR beamssfX̂1−X̂2, P̂1

+ P̂2g=0d.

III. EXPERIMENT

In our experiment, a Ti:sapphire laser(Coherent Scotland,
MBR–110) excited by a 10-W, 532-nm DPSS laser(Coher-

ent, Verdi–10) is used as the source of<1.3 W fundamental
wavelengths860 nmd. A major fraction(90%) of the beam is
used to generate a second-harmonic wavelengths430 nmd of
<120 mW by a frequency doubler(Coherent Scotland,
MBD–200). The second-harmonic beam is used to generate
two squeezed beams at a fundamental wavelength through
parametric down-conversion processes(see below). The rest
of the fundamental beam is used as a signal(i.e., displace-
ment beam), as LOs for balanced homodyne detection, and
also as probe beams for various control purposes.

For optical parametric down-conversion, a 10-mm-long
potassium niobatesKNbO3d crystal with temperature control
for noncritical phase matching is employed as nonlinear op-
tical material[14]. It is placed around the beam waist(with a
beam radius 20mm) in the cavity composed of four mirrors,
two flat and two concave(curvature radius 50 mm) ones,
which form a bowtie configuration with a roundtrip length of
<500 mm. At the fundamental wavelength the mirrors are
highly reflective sR860.99.95%d excepting the flat output
coupler that has a transmittance ofT860

oc =10%. All mirrors
are transmissivesT430.85%d at the second-harmonic wave-
length, and thus the pumping beam is essentially single pass.

The two squeezed beams are superimposed at a 50:50
beamsplitter to compose a pair of EPR beams. At Alice, one
of them (the signal beam) is superimposed at a partially
transmitting mirror sTPT<1%d with a displacement beam
which contains possible AM and PM signals. The signal
beam is then decoded at Bob by being superimposed with the
decoding beam at another 50:50 beamsplitter. Each of the
two resultant beams is detected by a balanced homodyne
detector using photodiodes with quantum efficiencies of
99.9%(Hamamatsu, S3590 AR coated at 860 nm).

Each squeezed beam is marked by a probe beam
( <7 mW after the flat output coupler) that is taken from the
fundamental light source and is injected in parallel to the
squeezed beam through one of the high reflectors of the OPO
cavity. Each probe beam is phase modulated at a frequency
different from each other(around 55 and 64 kHz). The rela-
tive phase to compose the EPR beams is controlled referring
to this probe beam. Similarly, other interference phases(to
superimpose the displacement beam, to decode at Bob, and
to detect by balanced homodyne detectors) are all controlled,
either through dc interference or via demodulating the modu-
lation applied to the probe beam. These control loops keep
the whole optical system to proper operating points during
measurements.(Some of them may be scanned to investigate
the phase dependences.)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
former shows the noise power around 1.1 MHz in the time
domain and the latter shows the noise power spectra in the
frequency domain, both in two quadratures.(See their cap-
tions for the measurement parameters.) As can be seen in the
figures, the level of squeezing is about 2.0 dBsr <0.23d in
this experiment.

Figure 2 shows various noise levels in each quadrature;
those are the shot noise, the EPR noise[the variances of the
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operators given in Eqs.(3) and (4)], and the recovered
squeezed noises with LO scanning and with LO locked[Eq.
(6)]. It can be seen that the EPR noise is larger than the shot
noise and also is phase independent. This EPR noise can be
canceled by combining with the other EPR beam(decoding
beam), resulting in two separable squeezed states. It is

clearly confirmed by the asymmetrically oscillating curves
with steep dips when the LO phases are scanned. When the
LO phases are locked to the minima, the noise levels of both
quadratures simultaneously stay lower than that of the shot
noise(the vacuum state).

Figure 3 shows essentially the same information as Fig. 2
in the frequency domain, with simulated AM and PM signals
at 1.3 and 1.1 MHz, respectively. The two simultaneously
added signals are clearly separated in the outputs of two
homodyne detectors. Obviously the signals that were buried
in the vacuum noise become apparent after the optical sub-
traction process.

The amount of information that can be transmitted by a
dense coding channel with the given level of squeezingr and
the average signal photon numberuau2 is given by[6,8]

IDC = lnf1 + uau2exps2rdg. s7d

Since squeezing requires a finite photon number of sinh2r,
the average photon number in the signal beam is given by

n̄ = uau2 + sinh2r . s8d

In evaluating the capacities of various CV channels, thisn̄
must be fixed, as was assumed in Refs.[6,8]. We refer to this
condition as the power-constrained scenario.

Figure 4 depicts the amounts of information transmitted
by various channels(see the caption for details) in the
power-constrained scenario, derived in literature such as
Refs.[6,8] and references therein. The dense coding channel
is always superior to a conventional coherent state channel
using two quadratures. With the present level of squeezing,
about 2.0 dB, our dense coding channel has the capability of
exceeding the single-quadrature channel using the same level
of squeezing under the condition ofn̄*1.316. This condition

FIG. 2. Outputs from the two balanced homodyne detectors in
the time domain:(i) shot noise,(ii ) EPR noise,(iii ) squeezed beam
with LO locked, and(iv) squeezed beam. All measurements are
carried out without any signalsa=0d and with the LO scanning
except for the plot(iii ). The vertical scale is normalized by the
shot-noise level. The measurement parameters are: center frequency
1.1 MHz, span 0 Hz, resolution bandwidth 30 kHz, video band-
width 0.3 kHz, and plots(i)–(iii ) are averaged for 10 times.

FIG. 3. Outputs from the two balanced homodyne detectors in
the frequency domain:(i) shot noise,(ii ) EPR noise, and(iii )
squeezed beam with LO locked. All measurements are carried out
with the LO scanning except for the plot(iii ). The vertical scale is
normalized by the shot-noise level around 1.1 MHz. The measure-
ment parameters are the same as those of Fig. 2, except for the span
1 MHz. The peaks at 1.3 and 1.1 MHz in plot(iii ) are simulated
signals in amplitude and phase quadratures, respectively. The peaks
at 1.25 MHz and in the low-frequency regions,0.8 MHzd are due
to the technical noises of the laser rather than the quantum noise.
Apparent frequency dependences of the shot noises are due to the
detector circuitry.

FIG. 4. The amounts of information transmissible by various
channels, measured by mutual information, as functions of the av-
erage photon number in the channel[n̄ in Eq. (8)]. Shown are co-
herent single quadrature(coherent 1q), coherent double quadrature
(coherent 2q), dense coding optimized(assuming arbitrary level of
squeezing available), dense coding with 2-dB squeezing, homodyne
with 2-dB squeezing, and the Holevo limit of a single-mode
bosonic channel without entanglement. The amount of information
is measured in nat=s1/ ln 2dbit<1.443 bit.
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on n̄ can be further reduced by the use of improved squeez-
ing.

The ultimate performance of dense coding, optimized as-
suming that an arbitrary level of squeezing is available, is
also shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen in the figure, it exceeds
the (yet-to-be-achieved) classical limit of a bosonic channel
capacity without entanglement(the Holevo limit of a single-
mode bosonic channel) for n̄*1.883 with squeezing level of
6.78 dB[6]. The minimum squeezing level required to beat
the classical limit for a largern̄ is 4.34 dB, i.e.,r ù0.5 (see
Ref. [8]). When such a level of squeezing becomes available,
our scheme has the potential of achieving this, i.e., of real-
izing “true” quantum dense coding as is discussed in earlier
proposals[4,6].

This should be contrasted with the experiment in Ref.[7],
which inevitably requires a bright component in the channel
for self-homodyning. This bright component must be taken
into account as an additional term in Eq.(8) for a compari-
son in the power-constrained scenario. Then the information
gain attained by dense coding will be diminished. To maxi-
mize the channel capacity within a fixed power in the chan-
nel, it is necessary to prepare separate local oscillators at the
receiver and to preserve the photons in the channel for sig-
nals.

Our experiment also requires further improvements, in ad-
dition to the squeezing level, to realize true quantum dense
coding. The excess noise at antisqueezing[peaks of plot(iv)
in Fig. 2] contains extra photons(assuming Gaussian noise,
see Ref. [8]) of n̄ex=fexpsr+d−expsrdg /4, where r and
r+ s.0d are the squeezing and antisqueezing levels, respec-

tively. From the uncertainty principler+ù r is required and
in ideal casesn̄ex can be zero. But there are often extra pho-
tons to be added to Eq.(8) in actual experiments, for ex-
ample, n̄ex<0.062 in our present experiment. Such extra
photons increases the squeezing level required to surpass the
classical limit from the minimum mentioned above. Further-
more, the probe beam to control relative phases among the
beams is present in the signal beam. This must be removed
before the transmission channel(by using a different wave-
length or a different polarization), and the local ocillators in
homodyne detection must be controlled referring to the sig-
nal itself. These are, however, technical rather than principal
issues.

V. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate the entanglement-assisted coding using a
two-mode squeezed vacuum state, whose capacity exceeds
those of conventional coherent state channels and of
squeezed state homodyne channel. The scheme is useful,
even in the present form, for sensing with weak optical
power. When sufficiently high levels of squeezing become
available, quantum dense coding using CV can be realized as
the natural extension of the present scheme. From the tech-
nical aspect, basic operations on CV, such as the displace-
ment of an EPR beam and the recovery of separable
squeezed states from the EPR beams, are demonstrated.
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